The paper concerns a strength optimization of continuous beams with variable cross-section. The continuous beams are subjected to a dead weight and a useful load, the six (seven) combinations of loads were analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
This article concerns theoretical, numerical and practical aspects of optimal control with state variable constraints. This class of optimal control problems has considerable and still increasing importance in engineering sciences, since it regards construction of models which better describe reality. In precise modelling the issue of boundaries of domain of admissible values gains importance. This in turn results in setting of constraints on control and state variables which must be satisfied unconditionally. In the present paper a control matrix will be considered and we shall focus on the indirect method of multiple shooting, which has been proven to be efficient in many practical cases. In the indirect method the determination of the structure of control is crucial.
It is this structure that describes the sequence of the occurrence of intervals and points with active (non-active) constraints. In case of the matrix control for an interval there are degrees of freedom, enabling optimization of control in this interval. Additionally, optimal control problems formulated in structural mechanics have certain characteristic properties: multiple control variables, numerous constraints on state variables, controls influencing state equations in a linear and nonlinear way, multi-phase problems requiring satisfying initial and boundary conditions as well as internal point conditions.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this study, the problem of the optimal choice of dimensions of cross-sections of steel multi-span I-beams is presented. The task was formulated within the control theory. Theoretical basis for the approach to the optimal shaping within the frames of the control theory may be found in [1] , [7] , [8] .
The performed analysis was constrained to the following chosen instances: three-, four-and fivespan structural systems (b3, b4, b5) with defined load cases [3] , [5] , [6] , 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
The state equations which describe deformation of the three-span beam b3, subjected to six load cases ( Fig.1 ), have following form:
In the first characteristic interval (phase) the state equations are written as follows: In the next characteristic intervals, the following differential equations are changed:
The state equations Eq.(2.2) and Eq.(2.3) are completed with initial and boundary conditions, depending on the way the girder is supported:
Furthermore, internal point conditions and discontinuity conditions must be satisfied at the middle support points:
(2.5)
PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS, ADMISSIBLE CONTROLS, COST FUNCTIONAL
Normal stresses for each load case may be expressed as:
(2.6)
In the task of the optimal control, the following geometric constraints, constraints on stresses and displacements were assumed:
The constraint is active along an interval and enables determination of the control in the interval in which it is active [2] , [4] . The constraint is active in a point and it does not depend explicitly on controls [7] , [8] . Hence, we consider the so-called 'mixed state-control constraints' of the following type:
where explicitly depends on the control vector . The objective function is defined as the total volume of steel and may be expressed as follows:
(2.9) the optimization task requires minimization of the variable with respect to the controls , while meeting the constraints and satisfying the conditions given by Eq.(2.2)-(2.5):
(2.10)
NECESSARY CONDITIONS
Application of the minimum principle results in the following conditions for the optimal control [1] , [6] , [7] , [8] :
If , the multiplier is given by means of Eq.(2.12):
The next degree of complexity is given by optimal control problems with the state variable inequality constraints:
. Optimal control problems may have the so-called 'pure state inequality constraints'. The pure state constraints are in principle more difficult to deal with than the mixed control-state constraints, since does not explicitly depend on and x can be controlled only indirectly via propagation through the state equations. If the response x just touches the boundary at i.e. , and x is in the interior just before and after , then is called a contact point. These extra constraints give rise to jump conditions for adjoint variables and the Hamiltonian function [7] , [8] :
In case of multiple control variables , the laws of control on constraints depend also on adjoint variables, which makes the boundary value problem highly non-linear. The adjoint variables satisfy the equations:
(2.14)
The boundary conditions for adjoint variables result from transversality conditions. It may be noticed that for , which are discontinuous in the middle points, the corresponding adjoint variables are equal to zero. If state variables are fixed in the middle points , the respective adjoint variables are discontinuous [6] :
If the solution meets the necessary condition for being the optimal one, the Hamilton function is piecewise constant ( Fig.5 (b) ), Fig.7 (b), Fig.8 (b) ).
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The a priori assumption of a certain structure of the optimal control is not an important constraint, since it is anyway going to be verified by the optimality conditions during the solution. In case of the analysis of b3 the iterative procedure was convergent for the following structure of the optimal solution given by Eq.(3.1), Fig.4, Fig.5 (a) . The value of the objective function was here .
(3.1) Fig.4 . The optimal solution for b3, with structure given by Eq. (3.1), proportional dimensions. Source: own. For the three-span beam b3 with two control variables: and with the constraints: , the following structure of the optimal control was obtained: For the four-span beam (b4) the optimal control structure had the following form ( Fig.8 (a) ): If in the optimization of the four-span girder two control variables are introduced -the flange width and the web height -the structure of the solution was as follows:
It is worth noting that in the structure given by Eq.(3.5) presented above, for which the optimization task was convergent, the following regularity may be observed: if the control , then the control (maximum value constraint), while in case , then (minimum value constraint). For the control structure determined as above, the optimal volume was . The optimization of the five-span beam (b5) lead to the following structure ( Fig.9 (a)): For two control variables the following structure of the optimal solution proved to be appropriate:
The multi-point boundary value problem (MPBVP) in the considered optimization task for the three-span girder (b3) is of dimension 94. The dimension consists of: [9] . The software explicitly reaches for the necessary conditions of optimization, which requires: formulation of a adjoint system of differential equations (which cannot be specified automatically), very good initial estimates of values of state variables and adjoint variables and, last but not least, the knowledge of the structure of control in multi-phase problems. Only such an approach provides that the necessary conditions are satisfied with high precision. The fundamental benefit of application of the indirect method is the high (b3, b4, b5 ) are listed. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper three-, four-and five-span steel I-beams were optimized. The optimization regarded dimensions of the cross-section: the widths of the bottom and top flanges as well as the height of the web. The optimization was performed accounting for constraints due to ultimate limit state as well as serviceability limit state. The optimization task was formulated within the control theory, which was used in order to determine the necessary conditions of optimality in case when three control variables were assumed. The obtained MPBVP was solved with the use of the indirect method of multiple shooting. Special attention was paid to the structure of the optimal solution for a single or multiple controls. Chosen obtained state variables, conjugate variables, control variables and Hamilton functions are presented in the graphs and confirm that the necessary conditions of optimality were satisfied. Fig.1 . Static diagram and configuration of external forces for the three-span beam -b3.
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